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The University of Wyoming aspires to be one of the finest public universities in the country. To 
achieve that goal in D-1 athletics, they know they must invest in their athletes and attract top 
talent. That was the motivation for completely revamping the facility that sits just 50 feet north 
of the University’s War Memorial Football Stadium into a world-class training facility for all 
UW student athletes.

The $36.3 million University of Wyoming Mick and Susie McMurry High Altitude Performance 
Center (HAPC) is a multi-phase, two-story project that totals 119,000 square feet between two 
buildings. The 71,000 square foot HAPC addition was tied into the existing Rochelle Athletic 
Center (RAC). The building features a hyperbaric chamber for altitude-controlled training, a 
new 12,000-square-foot weight room, an auditorium-style squad room, new staff and player 
locker rooms, recovery plunge pools, and food preparation and service areas fitted with a new 
2,000-square foot kitchen. Coach/student offices and study areas have also been included, along 
with two new second level balconies which overlook War Memorial Stadium. Phase 2 included 
renovating the existing 48,000 square-foot RAC to include upgrades to the Olympic weight 
room, sports medicine/therapy areas, and various study/meeting rooms. The finished project 
combines the new HAPC addition and the RAC renovation.

A race to the first home game kickoff 

This revitalization is what the UW Cowboys and Cowgirls needed to distinguish themselves 
from the competition and recruit top talent. However, The University wanted building to look 
complete during televised football games, especially for UW’s biggest home game of the 2017 
season – a matchup against the Oregon Ducks on September 16.  Early in construction, GE 
Johnson and the design team identified a plan to phase construction of the HAPC to complete 
the exterior façade first. After time-conscious planning with structural engineers at Martin/
Martin Wyoming, the team chose to build a steel-frame structure, accelerating the schedule and 
lessoning the burden of the limited availability of concrete workers. Active construction began in 
December of 2016, giving the team nine months to complete the façade for the big game.



The team was proactive in procuring the masonry needed for the sandstone exterior early on, as 
only one quarry in the nation supplies the sandstone used at UW.  Despite the long lead for the 
sandstone, progress on the steel structure enabled our team to keep moving forth until the stone 
arrived several months later.

Weather in Wyoming added to the challenge of completing the exterior. In the winter, ground 
heaters kept the soil warm enough for concrete placement while blankets were used to cover the 
concrete before and after pours. In spring, the wind made it difficult to erect the steel driving 
weekend work to maintain the needed pace. Despite the odds, in nine months, the HAPC team 
was able to install 361 rammed aggregate piers, 525 tons of steel, 130 tons of rebar, 4,000 cubic 
yards of concrete, and 32,000 square feet of masonry materials to showcase the University’s new 
building to the country. Due to the immense effort and dedication of the team, exteriors were 
completed by September 8 – eight days before the big game!

Most importantly, safety was not sacrificed for speed of completion. The project site is located 
in one of the most active areas on campus. Student traffic around the area is constant, requiring 
heightened traffic control measures and consistent housekeeping, while constant communication 
with the University to ensure access/egress during basketball and football games was maintained 
around our construction site.

More on the massive masonry effort and campus aesthetic

The subcontractors available in the area rose to the occasion and performed exceptionally. The 
masons needed the sandstone façade to conform to the ashler pattern presented in the mockups 
to the University stakeholders. The ashler pattern is very complex, incorporating different stone 
sizes with varying hues. The quarry cut, split, and sized the stone; however, it was the masons’ 
responsibility to organize and install them according to the design. The masons also had to cut 
the sandstone to integrate with other components of the facade, such as the decorative cast stone 
and glazing. At peak, there were 35 masons on site!

The materials and façade of the building are paramount given that the HAPC will receive the 
most publicity of all the buildings on campus. That’s why the exceptional work of the masons 
was truly appreciated. The Romanesque Revival style of Old Main, the first building on campus, 
set a precedent for all future buildings at University of Wyoming. Post Civil War, Romanesque 



Revival architecture was extremely popular. Complex roof structures, symmetry, rounded arches, 
and square masonry are all around the University of Wyoming campus. 

The original stone used around campus is rough-cut sandstone from a quarry east of Laramie and 
the trim stone is smooth Potsdam Sandstone from a quarry near Rawlins. Because of the specific 
nature of the desired materials, we could only get the sandstone for the HAPC from one quarry. 
This was vital in making the High Altitude Performance Center consistent with the architectural 
style on campus.

Solving structural and logistical challenges

As mentioned, the weather proved difficult when working on the exterior of the High Altitude 
Performance Center. The use of heaters to warm the soil ensured the concrete didn’t freeze while 
it set and cured, maintaining its strength. When the winds picked up in the spring, the project 
stabilized team members on columns that were tied into diaphragms by using guy wiring secured 
on concrete anchors.

Even more, Martin/Martin devised a creative way to ensure the building was not affected by the 
variable soil densities on the project site. The foundation of the building has spread footings that 
rest on rammed aggregate piers, increasing the bearing capacity of the building. The piers also 
densify soils and provide columns with high-modulus gravel.

In addition to innovative structural techniques, the phased project occupancy tremendously 
benefitted UW students and staff. The first phased turnover occurred on Jan. 30, 2018 and the 
new weight room was presented to UW Football. The second phased turnover was March 23, 
2018, to include the remainder of the completed HAPC facility as well as select spaces within 
the existing RAC building. Aug. 18, 2018 marked the ribbon cutting and official completion of 
the HAPC and renovated RAC.  The phased turnovers required close coordination with UW staff, 
end users, and local/state authorities for inspection purposes. Mechanical systems were required 
to be constantly isolated and modified to serve only selected areas while construction continued. 
Temporary protection measures were constantly modified to separate construction zones from 
occupied zones. 



An advantageous addition to UW’s campus

For the University of Wyoming, the new HAPC is a focal point of the campus.  Although it will 
receive a lot of air time on televised football games and thus produce good publicity for the 
athletic programs, it’s the student-athletes that truly benefit from this impressive facility. When 
the locker rooms were debuted in March, the University posted the athletes’ priceless reaction 
on Twitter. It’s this excitement from the athletes that makes this project so important for campus 
morale. 
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